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The Honorable Cynthia Lummis
Wyoming State Treasurer
200 W. 24th Street
Cheyenne, WY 82002

Dear Cynthia:

Under cover of this letter and in the following pages of the University of Wyoming's 2006 Annual Report, I am pleased to submit to you, the Governor, and all members of the Wyoming Legislature, the annual reports required under:

W.S. 21-16-903 – University of Wyoming Endowment Matching Program
W.S. 21-16-1003 – University of Wyoming Athletic Facilities Matching Program
W.S. 21-16-1403 – University of Wyoming Academic Facilities Matching Program

This is the sixth annual report covering the Endowment Matching program, the third annual report for the Athletic Facilities Matching Program, and the first annual report for the Academic Facilities Matching Program. Without a doubt, the University of Wyoming has experienced and continues to experience outstanding private support that is in large measure the result of the confidence that our state elected officials and the Wyoming Legislature have in this institution. In each section of this report – the Academic Facilities Match, the Athletic Facilities Match, and the Endowment Matching Program – you will find examples of our donors' generosity, as well as with detailed financial information.

Please accept my personal thanks for the continued confidence expressed in the University of Wyoming through these matching fund programs. I want to assure you that they have not only strengthened UW as an institution, but they have directly benefited our students and generated returns for all Wyoming's citizens. We look forward to them growing with the continued mutual support of Wyoming's policymakers and our generous donors.

Sincerely,

Thomas Buchanan
President

cc: The Honorable David Freudenthal
The Honorable Jim McBride
Wyoming State Legislators
UW Board of Trustees
UW Foundation Board of Directors

Office of the President
Dept. 3434 • 1000 E. University Avenue • Laramie, WY 82071
(307) 766-4121 • fax (307) 766-4126
MAKING A DIFFERENCE

The Impact of the State Matching Funds Programs at the
University of Wyoming

In March of 2001 when the first $30 million dollar endowment matching funds program was implemented by the Wyoming State Legislature nobody could have predicted the phenomenal impact these dollars were going to have on the University of Wyoming. Indeed, there were those who doubted that UW donors would step up to meet the “matching challenge” set forth by the Legislature, a program that gave UW donors the opportunity to have all endowed gifts meeting a minimum of $50,000 matched dollar for dollar by state funds. The legislation for the endowment match gave UW five years to raise the support needed to secure the full $30 million. UW supporters not only met this challenge head on, they did it in half the time allocated and the first pool of funds was secured in just under two and one half years.

Following the success of the matching funds challenge, in March of 2004 the Wyoming State Legislature allocated an additional $18 million to continue the endowment program and implemented a new matching program for Athletics Facilities to match dollar for dollar gifts meeting a $25,000 minimum requirement. This second allocation of funds was fully secured in fourteen months. With this type of historical success, in March of 2006 the Legislature further supplemented the endowment program with another $25 million, the Athletics Facilities program with an additional $6 million, and created a new matching program for Academic Facilities with an initial fund of $9 million to match dollar for dollar gifts meeting the same $25,000 minimum established for the Athletic Facilities program.

The success of the State of Wyoming/University of Wyoming matching funds program is historical….

ENDOWMENT MATCHING PROGRAM

Since March of 2001, the Wyoming State Legislature has committed a total of $73 Million in matching funds for the Endowment Matching Program. Of those funds, to date:

- $52,414,630 has been secured through donor commitments;
- $43,253,383 of those commitments have been paid in by donors and;
- $42,383,441 of the matching dollars have been received by UW

These dollars benefit a variety of UW areas; Endowed Scholarships (155 Scholarship funds have been created or supported), Endowed Chairs & Professorships (9 new Chairs and 4 New Professorships created as well as support for existing positions), Excellence Funds (27 new Excellence Funds created), Research Funds, Speaker & Lecture Series Funds, Fellowships, and areas across campus that are as diverse as the more than 180 programs of study UW offers throughout our seven colleges and the vast array of cultural resources and programs offered here at UW and through the outreach program across the State.
ATHLETIC FACILITIES MATCHING PROGRAM
The Wyoming State Legislature has committed a total of $16 Million in matching funds for the Athletic Facilities Matching Program. Of those funds, to date:
- $12,606,955 has been secured through donor commitments;
- $5,541,528 of those commitments have been paid in by donors and;
- $5,277,278 of the matching dollars have been received by UW
These dollars are fully committed for the Athletic facilities needs as detailed in UW’s Athletic Strategic Plan adopted by the UW Trustees in September of 2003. With a vast array of needs to be addressed, UW’s athletic donors have been exceptionally flexible in designating their support, with only a small amount of the $12+ million in commitments designated to target specific areas.

The $12+ million to date commitments made are designated as follows:
- $11,113,868.40 – Athletic Facilities Unrestricted by Donor (area of greatest need)
- $793,750.00 – War Memorial Stadium Enhancements
- $500,000.00 – Louis S. Madrid Sports Complex (Outdoor Track)
- $62,686.48 – Wrestling Facilities
- $56,250.00 – Indoor Practice Facility
- $42,900.00 – Memorial “8” Challenge Account (Outdoor Track)
- $37,500.00 – Covered Tennis Courts

ACADEMIC FACILITIES MATCHING PROGRAM
The Wyoming State Legislature has committed a total of $9 Million in matching funds for the Academic Facilities Matching Program. Of those funds, to date:
- $3,564,070 has been secured through donor commitments;
- $1,964,070 of those commitments have been paid in by donors and;
- $1,964,070 of the matching dollars have been received by UW
This new matching opportunity for UW alumni and friends is being exceptionally well received. UW anticipates that the entire fund will be committed by the end of calendar year 2006.

The $3.5+ million to date commitments made are designated as follows:
- $2,000,000 College of Engineering
- $800,000 Undesignated yet by donor;
- $764,069 – Kendall House at IENR (Institute for Environment & Natural Resources)
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Academic Facilities Matching Funds
Recommendations for approval
as presented to the
University of Wyoming Trustees

(The following 7 documents are excerpted from the UW
Trustees work book for their July 5, 2006 session)
Academic Facilities Matching Proposals

The enabling legislation for academic facilities matching funds requires that the Trustees approve any projects for which matching funds are authorized. It is impractical to work with potential donors on the possibility of a matchable gift if Trustee approval of the project is uncertain. By establishing a list of approved projects for possible matching funds, UW’s academic leaders can work more effectively with donors to advance specific projects.

The appended table and text provide an overview of projects for which the Office of Academic Affairs requests Trustee approval for use of the state matching fund for academic facilities. Actual use of the matching funds will depend, in addition, on (a) the availability of a gift of an appropriate size, (b) verification that the project is both eligible for matching under state statute and technically feasible within the available budget, and (c) the availability of matching funds remaining in the $9 million pool established by the 2006 Legislature.

The request for approval for matching funds is not intended:

- to identify precise cost projections for the projects,
- to establish University capital construction priorities or schedules,
- to commit the University to building any of these facilities using other University resources to provide necessary funding, or
- to authorize construction of any of the projects.

For all projects of this type, facility planning and design, development of a final project budget, and the hiring of construction contractors will remain subject to regular University processes, including Trustee approval of hiring contractors. Construction scheduling will hinge on the availability of full funding for a project as well as on normal logistical considerations. Some of these projects have already been identified in the University’s capital facilities plan, and some of the projects listed may end up being funded partially or completely through substantial state capital construction funding, requested through the state budget process, consistent with the capital facilities plan.

The total amount of state funding available for matching for academic facilities is $9 million. The University will accept commitments for donations for these approved projects only until the amount appropriated by the state is fully subscribed.
Prior Related Board Discussions/Actions: None

WHY THIS ITEM IS BEFORE THE TRUSTEES:

Legislation requires that the Trustees approve any projects to be matched from the fund.

ARGUMENTS IN SUPPORT: Trustees approval will provide latitude to pursue matchable gifts with a wide variety of potential donors.

ARGUMENTS AGAINST: None.

ACTION REQUIRED AT THIS BOARD MEETING:

Approval or disapproval of the list.

PRESIDENT’S RECOMMENDATION: The President recommends approval.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic Unit</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Preliminary Estimate</th>
<th>Total Gifts to be Matched</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>EnCana Research Laboratories</td>
<td>$4 million</td>
<td>$2 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IENR and SENR</td>
<td>Kendall House</td>
<td>$1.5 million</td>
<td><strong>$0.75 million</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Programs, etc.</td>
<td>Cheney International Center</td>
<td>$2 million</td>
<td>$1 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Rock &amp; Fluid Properties Lab</td>
<td>$1.6 million</td>
<td>$0.8 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>Wyoming State Vet Lab</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>Animal Science-Molecular Biology Addition</td>
<td>$5 million</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Museum</td>
<td>Art Museum Expansion</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Education Annex Completion</td>
<td>$2 million</td>
<td>$1 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Center for Excellence in Engineering Education &amp; Interdisciplinary Center for Engineering Design &amp; Teaching</td>
<td>$1 million</td>
<td>$0.5 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine Arts</td>
<td>Fine Arts Building</td>
<td>$40 million</td>
<td>$20 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Moot Courtroom Expansion &amp; Renovation</td>
<td>$4 million</td>
<td>$2 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office of Academic Affairs</td>
<td>NCAR Facilities in Cheyenne</td>
<td>$10 million</td>
<td>$5 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outreach</td>
<td>UWCC Building in Casper</td>
<td>$22 million</td>
<td>$11 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Energy Resources</td>
<td>School of Energy Resources Office Facility</td>
<td>$40 million</td>
<td>$20 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Amounts in **boldface** have already been received as gifts and matched (subject to Trustee approval).
BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS

EnCana Research Laboratories for Chemical and Petroleum Engineering

The EnCana Research Laboratory, made possible by a $2 million gift from EnCana and $2 million in matching dollars from the State of Wyoming, will include the CT Scanning Laboratory which will house the most advanced equipment available for measuring and analyzing three phase flow in oil and gas reservoir cores, as well as enhance other research capabilities. EnCana will pay out the gift over five years. The laboratories will support research in chemical and petroleum engineering and give students hands on experience with state-of-the-art equipment. The facilities will house advanced equipment, including a CT scanner that utilizes high energy x-rays to visualize the pore fluids in a core. The CT Scanner laboratory must include a lead-lined room within a laboratory, to isolate the CT scanner and its high-energy x-rays. The laboratory modifications will also require special electric power features and air conditioning to dissipate heat generated by the x-ray source. The remainder of the laboratory space will require installation of a fume hood, compressed air, additional electrical service, and a purified water station. Other laboratory space will also be enhanced.

Kendall House

William D. Ruckelshaus Institute board member and long-time UW supporter Donald Kendall made a gift of $764,069 on October 18, 2005, allowing UW to retain and renovate the Verna J. Hitchcock House for use as offices and meeting space for the Haub School and Ruckelshaus Institute of Environment and Natural Resources. The gift will rename this historic university building as the Bim Kendall House, in honor of Mr. Kendall’s wife. Over $300,000 of Mr. Kendall’s gift was used to purchase the building, and the remaining portion will be used to upgrade the electrical and telecommunications; replace outdated and inefficient windows, boiler, and other components; comply with ADA accessibility requirements; and update the interior. In keeping with the values and mission of our program, UW is planning a “green” renovation that maximizes energy efficiency and minimizes pollution while maintaining the historic integrity of this unique building. The possibility of doubling Mr. Kendall’s gift through the facilities matching fund would allow the construction to accommodate longer-term needs. With approximately $1.52M, UW would be able to add new classroom space, a small meeting room, and office space for distinguished visitors, to accommodate anticipated growth in the program.
Cheney Center for International Affairs

This project will enable the remodeling of part of the existing Student Health Building to accommodate the co-location of International Programs, the International Students and Scholars Office, and other services related to UW’s internationalization efforts. Funding will come from a gift provided by the family of Vice President Cheney. The $2 million cost estimate is very preliminary.

Rock and Fluid Properties Lab

The BP Rock and Fluids Laboratory, made possible by an $800,000 gift from BP, will provide the key laboratory experience for junior level undergraduates in petroleum engineering. The laboratory will house equipment to cut rock cores and measure their properties, including porosity and permeability. It will also house property necessary to measure fluid properties and phase behavior of reservoir fluids. Laboratory space necessary to house this facility will require renovation to provide a modern undergraduate laboratory environment. The current estimate of the cost for equipment and renovation is $1 million. The funds that remain from the BP gift and the State matching dollars will be designated to the development of one of our other laboratories that support the undergraduate program in petroleum engineering.

Animal Science – Molecular Biology Addition

The original AS/MB Building was conceived with a third wing to the north to give a T shaped building. This would have allowed all of the AS and MB faculty to be housed in the one building. The cost of the building led to the deletion of that wing and our current problems. It was to be off the north wall of the lobby. It was two stories high with laboratories on both floors. On the bottom floor at the far end was a small animal housing facility and on the top floor a common equipment room. It was planned to be large enough for at least eight research laboratories and the offices to go with them. The laboratories and offices, estimated to be around 16,000 square feet, can be configured in the most appropriate way and not necessarily like the current ones.

Wyoming State Veterinary Lab (WSVL) Improvements

This project consists of two parts:

1. Build a foyer and reception area on the north side of the WSVL, where the main office is now. The accrediting review team strongly recommends this security measure. It will bring clients directly into the front office, leaving the west entrance for the analytical chemistry laboratory.
2. Add a delivery room outside of and connected to the necropsy lab. This addition would allow FedEx and U.S. Mail deliveries when the necropsy lab is closed for “hot” necropsies. The new room will be on the west side of the building.
Art Museum Expansion

Operating out of a single office and a 700 square foot classroom, the Art Museum's education program enlists more than 30 paid staff (1-1/2 FTE), contract museum- and artist-educators (6), and volunteers (29 docents, 2-3 interns) to engage young and old alike in meaningful museum experiences. With growing demand and use, the physical space for this program is in dire need of expansion. The proposed addition to the Centennial Complex would include education offices, a docent room, a resource center, and an additional classroom. The cost estimate is unknown.

Education Annex Completion

The College of Education is in the third year of a multi-year renovation of the Education Annex, north of the main Education building, to house an advanced instructional facility. We anticipate an increase in the ultimate costs of this project totaling nearly $2 million, mainly attributable to construction cost increases and design modifications.

Center for Excellence in Engineering Education and Interdisciplinary Center for Engineering Design and Teaching

Since 1999 the College of Engineering has been looking for space for a modern Interdisciplinary Center for Engineering Design and Teaching (ICED-T) for use in teaching design. The college has also proposed a Center for Excellence in Engineering Education (CEEE), currently funded with over $1 million from the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation. With the acquisition of space (from English) on the second floor of the west wing of Engineering, resulting from the Health Sciences move, the college is now in a position to move forward with the plan for CEEE and ICED-T. The estimated cost is roughly $1 million.

Fine Arts Building

This project involves (a) the construction of a new facility to house offices, studios, and instructional space in the visual arts and (b) remodeling of the existing Fine Arts Building to accommodate its dedication to the performing arts. The new facility would relieve long-standing space constraints in the fine arts, eliminating the need to use the old barracks located between the Fine Arts Building and Willett Drive. Current estimates of the cost vary and are quite high. The table lists $40 million as an estimate of the achievable level of funding.
Moot Courtroom Expansion and Renovation, College of Law

The moot courtroom was constructed nearly 30 years ago and has outlived its usefulness and need to be remodeled and updated to provide faculty, students and professionals the best teaching and learning opportunities in the courtroom. The multi-dimensional nature of the project will provide a modern courtroom, but it also will provide substantial enhancements for regular classroom instruction and allow an auditorium space for Supreme Court proceedings and guest speakers. Additionally, the use of an updated courtroom by attorneys and judges will allow students to build relationships with legal professionals from around the state and nation. The estimated cost is $4 million.

NCAR Facilities in Cheyenne

The National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) plans to move its supercomputer facilities from Boulder in the next two years. Because of its access to electric power and the possibility of collaborations with UW faculty members, Cheyenne is one of the sites being considered. As part of Cheyenne’s bid to host the facility, the State Treasurer has offered to float bonds to cover 75 percent of the estimated $70 million construction cost. The Wyoming Business Council, the Governor’s office, Cheyenne LEADS, and UW have also been involved in the discussions. NCAR has asked whether it is possible to use funds from the academic facilities match, matched with a gift, in return for academic use of the facilities, supercomputing time, and collaborative arrangements in the computational geosciences. These facilities, access, and collaborative arrangements are consistent with the 2004 Academic Plan’s identification of computational science and earth and energy science as critical areas of science and technology for UW. The project would support computationally oriented teaching and research in the School of Energy Resources, computational fluid dynamics, geophysical modeling, robotics, and computational materials science. Use of matching funds would require UW and NCAR to identify a qualified donor to provide the matchable amount. NCAR anticipates selecting the site before the end of June 2006.
UWCC Building in Casper

The University of Wyoming Casper College Center (UWCC) has administrative and faculty offices and classrooms scattered across five buildings on the Casper College campus (approximately 12,000 square feet used by UWCC) and at the UW Outreach Building, four miles across Casper (approximately 18,500 square feet). A single classroom and office building would consolidate the different facilities, expand severely cramped administrative offices (950 square feet for 5 staff, files, student service area, and the associate dean), provide a center for UWCC students, act as a center for Outreach in the state, make UW very visible in Casper, and respond to Casper College’s desire to regain classroom and office space currently given rent-free to UWCC. Casper College’s new campus master plan includes a four-story building, located in the heart of the academic core of the campus, to be shared by Casper College and UWCC, with UWCC controlling the top two stories of the building. The projected size of the building is 40,000 square feet, with approximately half allocated to UWCC. The projected cost of building in 2006 dollars is $20.8m, with UWCC responsible for half of the cost.

School of Energy Resources Laboratory Facility

The main purpose of this facility will be to house engineering, geophysics, and computational laboratories associated with the School of Energy Resources. A rough estimate of the facility cost is $10 million (25,000 net square feet × $400 per net square foot). The re-introduction of the petroleum engineering program will add new faculty positions, each of which will need research laboratories. The university also expects to add additional faculty and graduate students in support of the School of Energy Resources.

School of Energy Resources Office Facility

The main purpose of this facility will be to house offices and meeting space associated with the School of Energy Resources. A rough estimate of the facility cost is $40 million. The facility will house the director’s office, the Center for Energy Outreach, the Academic Coordinator, and faculty members who hold significant appointments in the school.
MATCHABLE GIFTS

TO THE

UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING

ACADEMIC FACILITIES CHALLENGE

OCTOBER 2005 THROUGH SEPTEMBER 2006
Vice President Richard and Mrs. Lynne Cheney have pledged support
to facilities at UW to be determined

EnCana Oil and Gas (USA) Inc. has pledged support
to facilities in the College of Engineering

Donald and Sigrid Kendall have pledged support
to the renovation of the Kendall House
Status of $9 Million Academic Facilities
Matching Fund
October 1, 2005 to September 20, 2006

Matching Funds Received From Donor: $1,964,070
Matching Funds Committed: $3,564,070
Total Matching Pool: $9,000,000
September 21, 2006

Dear Wyoming Legislator,

I am very pleased to report on the progress we have made over the course of the last year on the University of Wyoming Athletics Strategic Plan. We have moved forward with a number of facility projects and are off to a good start in raising money against the new $6 million match for athletic facilities that you so generously approved during the last legislative session. Thank you again for your investment in UW with the appropriation of both the facility and endowment matching funds.

As you know we exhausted the initial state match of $10 million in just over 16 months. Against the new $6 million matching fund, I am happy to report that over $2.6 million has been raised to date leaving a balance of approximately $3.4 million. In combining private gifts with the state match we have accumulated more than $25 million in pledges toward our ultimate goal of $32 million.

Currently our construction progress is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility</th>
<th>*Estimated Cost</th>
<th>Progress</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. War Memorial Stadium enhancements</td>
<td>$ 14.8 mil.</td>
<td>Upper East/West completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(turf, concessions/Restrooms, Pressbox,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIP seating/Suites, parking lot, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. New Outdoor Track</td>
<td>$ 1.2 mil.</td>
<td>Completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. New Indoor Tennis Courts</td>
<td>$ 2 mil.</td>
<td>Not Started</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Artificial Turf</td>
<td>$ 1 mil.</td>
<td>Completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$ 30.5 mil.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This fall the facilities planning team will begin the design process for the lower east/west stadium concourse. In addition, it is anticipated progress will be made on the indoor tennis facility. Total project costs on all of these facilities are higher than originally projected in 2003 as a result of increased construction costs within Wyoming and the fact that these facilities had not been through the final design process at that time. We have attempted to account for inflation and the current Wyoming construction climate on all projects not yet complete.

The Department of Intercollegiate Athletics cannot thank you enough for your support through the state matching program. It has been on overwhelming success.

I would welcome the opportunity to provide you with a personal tour of any or all of our facilities.

Sincerely,

Barbara A. Burke
Deputy Director of Intercollegiate Athletics

cc: The Honorable, Dave Freudenthal
Leading by Example

Exceptional Donors in FY 2006

The following contributors made significant gifts in fiscal 2006, each of which were matched by the state of Wyoming through its matching gift program for athletics facilities.

David Cronk

Former UW football player, David Cronk committed $1 million (doubled to $2 million through the state match) to UW Athletics. David attended UW during the late 1950’s and the early 60’s, earning letters in 1960 & 1961. He obtained a B.S. degree in physical education from UW in 1965. Originally from Michigan, David was recruited to play football at UW by hall of fame coach, Bob Devaney.

David credits his success at UW to a number of former UW coaches and has made this significant gift in their honor. The coaches include Coach Bob Devaney, Coach Jim Ross, Coach Lloyd Eaton, and Coach Paul Roach. David has named Paul Roach as the key point person to designate how his gift and matching funds will be used.

Tad and Ann Herz

UW alumni, Tad and Ann Herz of Denver, Colorado, gifted $25,000 (doubled to $50,000 through the state match) to the UW Athletics Facilities Campaign. The couple along with their two sons are very passionate about Wyoming Athletics. Big Wyoming Cowboy fans, they rarely miss a home football game. The couple earned their degrees in 1985 from UW. Tad is currently employed with Cordillera Energy Partners.

Frank and Cecilia Bellinghiere

Wyoming Cowboy fans, Frank and Cecilia Bellinghiere of Jackson, Wyoming committed $25,000 (doubled to $50,000 through the state match) to the Athletic Facilities Campaign. The couple along with their three sons make the drive from Jackson to Laramie to watch the Wyoming Cowboy football games on a regular basis and from time to time travel with the Pokes to away games. Their son, Ross, is a freshman at UW. Frank attended in UW in 1983 and is a graduate of the College of Law. Frank practices law in Jackson and Cecilia works at the Law Offices of Frank Bellinghiere.
MATCHABLE GIFTS

TO THE

UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING

ATHLETICS FACILITIES CHALLENGE

SEPTEMBER 2003 THROUGH SEPTEMBER 2006
An Anonymous Donor has pledged support
to the War Memorial Stadium Enhancements

Several Anonymous Donors have pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

George and Dianna Archuleta have pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

Gerald and Linda Baker have pledged support
to the War Memorial Stadium Enhancements

Gary and Connie Barta have pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

Frank and Cecilia Bellinghiere, II have pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted and
to the Memorial “8” Challenge Account

L. Gay Bolln has pledged support
to the War Memorial Stadium Enhancements

John D. and Sue Bonner, Jr. have pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

Robert L. and Ann Marie Brusenhan, III have pledged support
to the War Memorial Stadium Enhancements and
to the Indoor Practice Facility

Bill Campbell has pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

Casey and Dodi Campbell have pledged support
to the Memorial “8” Challenge Account

Donald W. Campbell has pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

Richard and M. Jean Campbell have pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

Robert and Elaine Cannon have pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

Albert and Carolyn Carollo, Jr. have pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted
John and Esther Clay have pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

David S. Cronk and Family have pledged support
to be designated at a later date

The Gary Crum Family has pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

Robert Curnow has pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

Thomas and Renee Davis have pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

John and Tracy Dooley have pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted and
to the Covered Tennis Courts

Gregory Dyekman has pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

First Interstate Bank has pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

Ron and Linda Flack have pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

First Interstate BancSystem has pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

Harold Gardner and Marilyn Fiske have pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

Lee and Ann Garlach have pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

Kenneth Gaskell, Jr. has pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

Edward and Kathryn Georges have pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

James Gillespie has pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted
Joe and Michele Glenn have pledged support
  to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

Clayton, Kandy, Haley, and Morgan Hartman have pledged support
  to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

Tad and Ann Herz have pledged support
  to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

John J. Hines has pledged support
  to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

Rocky and Nancy Hoffschneider have pledged support
  to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted and
  to Athletics Campaign Wrestling Facilities

Harry and Correne Ilsley have pledged support
  to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

John and Helen Ilsley have pledged support
  to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

Jackson State Bank and Trust – Dick and Maggie Scarlett have pledged support
  to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

Daryl and Tina Kaan have pledged support
  to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

W. Gordon Kearl has pledged support
  to the Covered Tennis Courts

Laramie GM Auto Center has pledged support
  to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

Listen’s Flying Y Rand – Jim and Janet Listen have pledged support
  to War Memorial Stadium Enhancements and
  to the Indoor Practice Facility

The Louis S. Madrid Estate has pledged support
  to UW Athletics Campaign Other

John and Mari Ann Martin have pledged support
  to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

George McKinley has pledged support
  to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted
Jim and Deborah McLeland have pledged support
to Memorial “8” Challenge Account

Mick and Susie McMurry have pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

Frank and Barbara Mendicino have pledged support
to be designated at a later date

Lois and Conrad Namtvedt have pledged support
to War Memorial Stadium Enhancements

Thomas and Sandra Rardin, Sr. have pledged support
to Athletics Campaign Wrestling Facilities

The Reiman Corporation has pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

Mark Richardson has pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

Ronald and Kris Richardson have pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

Cody and Patsy Ritchie have pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

Doug and Susan Samuelson have pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

Walter G. Saunders has pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

E. Dean and Karen Schroeder have pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

Homer A. and Janet Scott, Jr. have pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

Joe Scott has pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

Al and Ann Simpson have pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

John and Carol Ann Speight have pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted
Emma Jo and James Spiegelberg have pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

Joe and Arnette Tiller have pledged support
to War Memorial Stadium Enhancements

Timberline Hospitality has pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

Philip and Liliana Treick have pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

University of Wyoming Sports Properties has pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

UNIWY Federal Credit Union has pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

Wells Fargo Bank, NA Wyoming Region has pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

The White Family Foundation has pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

Joel Wiens has pledged support
to be designated at a later date

The Woodson Family Foundation has pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities – Unrestricted

Gale, Sharon, Richard, and Myrna York have pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities - Unrestricted

James and Yvonne York have pledged support
to UW Athletics Facilities - Unrestricted
Status of $16 Million Athletic Facilities Matching Fund
September 13, 2003 to September 20, 2006

Matching Funds Received From Donor: $5,541,528
Matching Funds Committed: $12,606,955
Total Matching Pool: $16,000,000
Status of $73 Million Matching Endowment Fund
March 1, 2001 - September 20, 2006

Matching Funds Received
From Donor: $43,253,383

Matching Funds Committed: $52,414,630

Total Matching Pool: $73,000,000
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Leading by Example

Exceptional Donors in FY 2006

The following contributors made significant gifts in fiscal 2006, each of which were matched by the UW Endowment Challenge Program.

**G. Russell Mortenson**

Commemorating his parents, G. Russell Mortenson established a $50,000 entrepreneurship endowment in their name. The Bud and Bing Mortenson Entrepreneurship Endowment supports the UW College of Business internships for students or graduate students pursuing an MBA or an M.S. degree in accounting or finance, or other related graduate degrees. Preference will be given to Wyoming native students who plan to intern within the Wyoming Technology Business Center (WTBC) to practice their skills while assisting WTBC clients on topics such as business plan development, financing, and marketing research. Should internship opportunities not be available with incubator clients; students selected for the Bud & Bing Mortenson Entrepreneurship Internships may work directly with other small businesses or start-up companies in Wyoming.

The internship funds will be available to supplement student stipends during the internship, to pay UW tuition and fees during the internship, or to provide living and travel expenses associated with the internship experience.

The first recipient of the Bud and Bing Mortenson Internship is MBA student, Ryan Ford from Cheyenne, Wyoming.

**Thomas and Cheryl O’Leary**

Thanks to a significant gift of $250,000, matched by the Wyoming State Legislature, from Mr. Thomas O’Leary of Saratoga, Wyoming, the faculty and staff of the American Heritage Center have been given the resources needed to reach new heights.

Mr. O’Leary established the “Fund for Faculty Excellence,” endowment, which will allow faculty and staff to take on expanded leadership roles. It will also foster greater innovation and enhanced partnerships in the archival and rare books fields.

Also, as part of the generous gift and in further support of educators, Mr. O’Leary has endowed the AHC's Teaching & Research Grants Program. This program allows the AHC to offer grants to faculty, staff, and students at the University of Wyoming to pursue projects such as independent or collaborative research projects, course development, and symposia that use the AHC's collections. This program is fostering many important research projects within the university community by talented faculty members and students.
Nick and Maggie Murdock

Nick and Maggie Murdock of Casper gifted $255,000 to UW (doubled to $510,000 through the state match). The gift will benefit many areas on campus, including the Lisa Lewis Dubois Student Exhibition Award, and the Ann Simpson and Family Student Exhibition Award. The two awards are granted annually to UW student winners of the UW Art Museum Annual Juried Student Exhibition, a collection of UW student art work displayed in the UW Art Museum. It will also support the Casper Art Fund, which will allow for advancement of the UW Art Museum.

The Honorable Joseph F. Maier Beyond the Classroom Fund will also reap benefits from the generous gift. The fund was established in memory of the Honorable Joseph F. Maier of Sheridan, who graduated from the College of Law in 1947. It will provide additional funding for UW law students to attend seminars, conferences and other events.

The Murdock Family Public Radio Fund, Outreach Fund, and Political Science Fund, also supported by the Murdock gift, will provide advancement of Wyoming Public Radio, funds for Outreach students to attend seminars, conferences, and other events, and advancement of the Political Science Department, which will also allow students to attend seminars, conference, and events.
MATCHABLE GIFTS

TO THE

UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING

ENDOWMENT CHALLENGE

MARCH 2001 THROUGH SEPTEMBER 2006
NEW ENDOWMENTS CREATED

EXCELLENCE IN ACADEMICS

Everett H. and Ruth E. Anderson Periodicals Excellence Fund  
Established by Ruth E. Anderson  
to support the University of Wyoming Libraries

Rex R. and Florence Vedder Anderson Memorial Fund for the Science & Mathematics Teaching Center  
Established by a loving daughter in honor of her parents  
to support the Science and Mathematics Teaching Center

Robert B. Berry Ecology Center  
Established by Robert and Carol Berry  
to foster and enhance the ecology program

Donald S. and Dorothy L. Bird Geology Field Program  
Established by Donald S. and Dorothy L. Bird  
to enhance field programs in the Geology Department

Floyd A. and Wilma June Bishop Endowment  
Established by Floyd A. and Wilma June Bishop  
to support research and education in water resources

Donald L. Blackstone, Jr. Excellence Fund in Geology  
Established by Sarah, Mary, Andrew, and William Blackstone in memory of their father  
to enhance student opportunities in Geology and Geophysics

Burton Environmental and Natural Resources Fund in Economics and Finance  
Established by C. L. and Sandy Burton  
to support ENR education in the Department of Economics and Finance

Casper Art Fund  
Established by Maggi and Nick Murdock  
to support the University of Wyoming Art Museum

John C. and Esther L. Clay University Libraries Next Century Endowment  
Established by John C. and Esther L. Clay  
to support the University Libraries

Melvin M. Cox Excellence Fund in Theatre and Dance  
Established by Mel Cox  
to support the Department of Theatre and Dance

Creative Writing Excellence Fund  
Established by Mel Cox  
to support the Creative Writing Program

Debate/Forensics Excellence Fund  
Established by Gregory C. Dyekman and contributed to by an Anonymous Donor  
to support the Debate/Forensics Program

Department of Family and Consumer Sciences Endowment  
Established by an Anonymous Donor  
to support the Department of Family and Consumer Sciences
Donna Beth Downer Graduate Student/Faculty Research Fund
Established by Dr. Donna Beth Downer
to support Department of Family and Consumer Sciences research

Philip L. and Lisa Lewis Dubois President's Excellence Fund
Established by Peter and Jean Jorgensen in honor of Dr. Philip L. and Lisa Lewis Dubois
to support university wide excellence

Frank R. and Marion C. Edwards, Jr. Family Endowment for the Visual Arts
Established by Frank R. and Mary Jane Edwards
to support visual arts at UW

John P. Ellbogen Foundation Methamphetamine/Addiction Studies Endowment
Established by the John P. "Jack" Ellbogen Foundation
to enhance education for Health Sciences faculty on drug addiction

John P. "Jack" Ellbogen Teaching and Learning Symposium Fund
Established by the John P. "Jack" Ellbogen Foundation
to support excellence in preparing teacher candidates

F. E. "Tut" and Diane Ellis Fund for Experiential Education in Chemical and Petroleum Engineering
Established by F. E. "Tut" and Diane Ellis
to support experiential education

Excellence Fund in History
Established by an Anonymous Donor
to foster and enhance the study of American history in the Department of History

Excellence Fund for Literacy Education
Established by Susan and Doug Samuelson
to further literacy education in Wyoming

B. Delworth Gardner Research Fund in Economics and Health Care Policy
Established by Harold Gardner and Marilyn Fiske
to support analysis and research of health economics

Geology Excellence Fund
Established by an Anonymous Donor
to support the Department of Geology and Geophysics

Goode Family Excellence Fund in Humanities and History
Established by an Anonymous Donor
to support the study of the humanities and history

Greek Life Excellence Fund
Established by Sigma Chi Fraternity
to enhance UW's Greek culture

Hartman Family Women's Basketball
Established by Clayton and Kandy Hartman
to support the Women's Basketball Program

Helga Otto Haub School of Environment and Natural Resources
Established by Helga and Erivan Haub
to support the School of Environment and Natural Resources
Thomas and Dianne Honig Endowment for Business Ethics and Corporate Governance
   Established by Thomas and Dianne Honig
to support the teaching of ethics in the College of Business

Elizabeth A. and Richard L. Horsch Science and Mathematics Teaching Center Award
   Established by Elizabeth A. and Richard L. Horsch
to support the Science and Mathematics Teaching Center

Eleanor M. Kambouris Excellence Fund in English
   Established by J. George and Eleanor Kambouris
to foster and enhance the Department of English

J. George Kambouris Excellence Fund in Chemistry
   Established by J. George and Eleanor Kambouris
to foster and enhance the Department of Chemistry

Margaret and Sam Kelly Ornithology Research Fund
   Established by Sam and Margaret Kelly, Jr.
to support research in ornithology

Kim J. and Laural S. Krueger Library Endowment for Animal Science
   Established by Kim J. and Laural S. Krueger
   for collection development and support for the Department of Animal Science

Kim J. and Laural S. Krueger Library Endowment for Music
   Established by Kim J. and Laural S. Krueger
   for collection development and support for the Department of Music

Caitlin Long and Family Excellence Fund in Arts and Sciences
   Established by Caitlin Long
   to support excellence in the College of Arts and Sciences

Maxfield Family Distinguished Speaker Fund in the College of Law
   Established by Peter, Karen, Tom and Michele Maxfield
   to foster excellence in the College of Law

Maxfield Family Excellence in Fine Arts Fund
   Established by Peter, Karen, Tom and Michele Maxfield
   to foster and enhance the fine arts

Mechanical Engineering Excellence Fund
   Established by Taylor and LaDean Belt
   to promote excellence in the Department of Mechanical Engineering

Jean F. Messer Memorial Excellence Fund in Accounting
   Established by an Anonymous Donor in Memory of Jean F. Messer
   to support the Accounting Department in the College of Business

George and Kay Millett Memorial Fund
   Established by James Millett and the Estate of George J. Millett
   to support the College of Law

Marvin Millgate University of Wyoming Endowment Fund
   Established by Marvin Millgate
   to support academic enhancements across campus
Payne Family Endowment
Established by Tammy and Michael Payne
to support the Textiles and Merchandising Program

Pinnacle Bank Fund
Established by Pinnacle Bank - Wyoming
to support the study of banking and financial services

W. Richard and Barbara Andrau Powell Wildlife/Livestock Disease Training Fund
Established by W. Richard and Barbara Andrau Powell
to support the study of wildlife/livestock disease research

William D. Ruckelshaus Endowment for IENR
Established by William D. Ruckelshaus, founding chairman of the IENR at UW, and also contributed to by the Louis Dreyfus Holding Company and by Peter M. and Jean H. Jorgensen
to support the Institute for Environment and Natural Resources

Salvagio Golf Program Endowment
Established by Ron and Patti Salvagio
to support the Men's Golf program

Ronald and Patti Salvagio Endowment for Business Ethics & Corporate Governance in Financial Reporting
Established by Ron and Patti Salvagio
to benefit the College of Business

Social Work Excellence Endowment
Established by an Anonymous Donor
to promote excellence in the Department of Social Work

John and Sally Steadman Endowment
Established by John and Sally Steadman
to support the College of Engineering

Thea Stidum Excellence Fund in Counselor Education
Established by Thea Stidum
to support the Department of Counselor Education

Philip and Liliana Treick Business Excellence Fund
Established by Philip and Liliana Treick
to support excellence in the College of Business

UW International Programs Endowment
Established by the Honorable Thomas F. and Mrs. Marta Stroock and contributed to by Peter and Jean Jorgensen and David and Jade Walsh
to support UW International Programs

John H. and B. Joyce Vandel Family Fund for Pharmacy Faculty and Student Support
Established by John H. and B. Joyce Vandel
to support excellence in the School of Pharmacy

Vosika Excellence Fund for Early Childhood Education
Established by Linda and Ron Vosika
to support early childhood education at UW and in Wyoming
David and Jade Walsh Excellence Fund
   Established by David and Jade Walsh
   to support the mission of the William D. Ruckelshaus Institute of Environment and Natural Resources

Wilson J. Walthall, Jr. Excellence Fund in Psychology
   Established by Professor and Mrs. Wilson J. Walthall, Jr., Wilson J. Walthall III, and Anne Walthall
   to support the Department of Psychology

Noel and Constance Wilkie Endowed Dental Sciences Fund
   Established by Noel and Connie Wilkie
   to support Dental Sciences

Carl M. Williams Symposium/Speaker Series
   Established by Carl M. Williams
   to support symposia focusing on ethics

Woodson Family Foundation Business Excellence Fund
   Established by the Woodson Family Foundation
   to support teaching, research, and service in the College of Business

Zimmerman Family Foundation Fund
   Established by the Zimmerman Family Foundation
   to support excellence in the College of Health Sciences

FACULTY SUPPORT

American Heritage Center Fund for Faculty Enrichment
   Established by Thomas H. O'Leary
   to support faculty at the American Heritage Center

Robert B. Berry Distinguished Chair in Ecology
   Established by Robert B. Berry, Trustee of the Wolf Creek Charitable Foundation
   to support faculty in Ecology

Roy L. and Caryl L. Cline Distinguished Chair in Engineering, Environment, and Natural Resources
   Established by Roy L. and Caryl L. Cline
   to support faculty in the College of Engineering

Tom and Judy Crocker Research Prize in Economics
   Established by Dr. Thomas D. Crocker and Dr. Judith A. Powell
   to recognize faculty research in the Department of Economics and Finance

Dyekman Law Faculty Research Fund
   Established by Gregory C. Dyekman
   to support College of Law faculty research

Ellbogen Center for Teaching and Learning Fund
   Established by the John P. "Jack" Ellbogen Foundation
   to support the New Faculty Book Tote Project

Extraordinary Merit Awards for College of Arts and Sciences Faculty
   Established by an Anonymous Donor
   to support deserving faculty for extraordinary merit
Gardner Chair in Physiology
Established by Marilyn S. Fiske and Harold H. Gardner
to support Department of Zoology and Physiology faculty

Mary Ellbogen Garland Early Career Fellowship
Established by John P. Ellbogen
to support College of Education faculty

Governor Geringer Award for Promising Young Scholars
Established by Kenyon N. and Leah G. Griffin
to support the Department of Management and Marketing faculty

Goodstein Law Faculty Research Fund
Established by the Goodstein Foundation
to support College of Law faculty research

Loy E. and Edith H. Harris Early Career Family Fellowship
Established by Loy and Edith Harris
to support untenured faculty in Engineering

George Hopper Faculty Research Fund
Established by the Hopper family in memory of George W. Hopper
to support College of Law faculty research

Otis L. Hoy Memorial Fund
Established by the Hoy Family
to support School of Pharmacy faculty development

Kepler Chair in Law and Leadership
Established by the Paul Stock Foundation, Charles and Ursula Kepler and an Anonymous Donor
to expand the College of Law faculty

Theodore O. and Dorothy S. King Endowed Professorship
Established by Theodore O. and Dorothy S. King
to support faculty in the School of Pharmacy

Kline Law Faculty Research Fund
Established by the Kline Family Foundation
to support College of Law faculty research

Everett D. and Elizabeth M. Lantz Distinguished Professorship in Education
Established by Phillip E. Lantz in honor of his parents
to support an outstanding scholar and teacher

Anne and Brainerd Mears Geology Chair
Established by Anne C. and Brainerd Mears, Jr.
to expand faculty in the Department of Geology and Geophysics

General Samuel C. Phillips Engineering Endowment
Established by the Phillips Family in memory of General Samuel C. Phillips
to enhance and support faculty and instruction
Rile Chair of Leadership and Entrepreneurship
Established by Patrick and Kathleen Rile
to teach entrepreneurship in the College of Business

W. Richard Scarlett III and Margaret W. Scarlett Chair of Business Administration
Established by W. Richard Scarlett III and Margaret W. Scarlett
to support a chaired faculty position in the College of Business

Vincent O. Smith Professorship in Engineering
Established by Vincent O. and Rosalie Smith
to attract an outstanding engineering scholar

Eldon and Beverly Spicer Chair in Environment and Natural Resources
Established by Beverly Spicer in memory of Eldon M. "Spice" Spicer
to promote a balanced approach to environmental and natural resource conflicts

H. A. (Dave) True, Jr. Chair in Petroleum and Natural Gas Economics
Established by the True Foundation
to establish a Chair in the College of Business

Wildlife/Livestock Diseases Endowed Chair
Established by the College of Agriculture and contributed to by Phyllis Atchison, John and Esther Clay, Violet Dinwiddie, Glyda May, and Douglas and Susan Samuelson
to support the veterinary diagnostic laboratory in studying diseases

Carl M. Williams Faculty Research Fellowships
Established by Carl M. Williams
to support Law faculty research

Carl M. Williams Professor of Law & Ethics
Established by Carl M. Williams
to support a professorship in Law specializing in business ethics

Carl M. Williams Professor of Law & Social Responsibility
Established by Carl M. Williams
to support a professorship in Law specializing in social responsibility

STUDENT SUPPORT

ACEC of Wyoming Scholarship Trust Fund
Established by the Wyoming Association of Consulting Engineers and Surveyors
to support Engineering students

Dick R. Adams Electrical and Computer Engineering (ECE) Graduate Fellowship
Established by Dick and Jane Adams
to support graduate students in Electrical and Computer Engineering

Colonel Gerald Adams Air Force ROTC Scholarship
Established by Ken and Leah Griffin
to support students in the Air Force ROTC Program

Richard E. and Judith T. Agee Engineering Endowment
Established by Richard E. and Judith T. Agee
to support Native American students in Engineering
ASUW Leadership Scholarship Fund  
Established by ASUW Student Government  
to support student leaders

Bebout Family Scholarship  
Established by Eli, Lorraine, Nick, and Pam Bebout  
to support student athletes at UW

G. A. “Jim” and Marian Berger Graduate Scholarship  
Established by G. A. “Jim” and Marian Berger  
to support graduate students in the College of Agriculture

Bernice A. Bettis Scholarship  
Established by the Kenneth Kendal King Foundation  
to support students with disabilities

Donald S. and Dorothy L. Bird Music Scholarship  
Established by Donald S. and Dorothy L. Bird  
to support students in the Music Department

Donald S. and Dorothy L. Bird Special Education Scholarship Fund  
Established by Donald S. and Dorothy L. Bird  
to support students in Special Education

Birdsong Family Scholarship  
Established by an Anonymous Donor  
to support students from outside Wyoming

Bonner Family Scholarship  
Established by the Bonner Family  
to support student athletes at UW

Bonner Family Scholarship in Arts and Sciences  
Established by the Bonner Family  
to support students in the College of Arts and Sciences

Bozanic Family Scholarship  
Established by Milton and Dan Bozanic  
to support graduates of Lander Valley High School

Bozanic Student Support Fund  
Established by Dan and Nurie D. C. Bozanic  
to support students in the Department of Geology and Geophysics

Albert E. Bradbury Family Graduate Fellowship in Geology and Geophysics  
Established by Albert E. and Margaret Bradbury  
to support graduate students in Geology and Geophysics

Bryan and Evelyn Brodersen Family Excellence Fund in Art  
Established by Charles B. and Evelyn W. Brodersen in memory of Loleete J. Brodersen  
to support students and student activities

Bryan and Evelyn Brodersen Family Excellence Fund in Music  
Established by Charles B. and Evelyn W. Brodersen in memory of Loleete J. Brodersen  
to support students and student activities
Burton Entrepreneurial Education Fund in Management and Marketing
Established by C. L. and Sandy Burton
to support students in entrepreneurism

William D. Carlson Internship Award
Established by the E. G. Meyer Family in honor of William D. Carlson
to support off-campus internships for students in the College of Arts and Sciences

Marion and Wayland H. Cato, Jr. Endowed Scholarship
Established by Marion and Wayland H. Cato, Jr.
to support students with financial need

Cheney Fund
Established by Vice President Richard and Mrs. Lynne Cheney
to support study abroad

John C. and Esther L. Clay Scholarship in e.Business
Established by John C. and Esther L. Clay
to support students in e.Business

Joel Coffey Memorial Engineering Scholarship
Established by the Coffey/Lamb Family
to support juniors and seniors with promise in Engineering

Dave and Mary Crum Engineering Scholarship
Established by Dave and Mary Crum
to support Engineering students

Mary and Dave Crum Education Scholarship
Established by Mary and Dave Crum
to support Education students

Jerry J. Cupal Scholarship Fund
Established by the Cupal Family in honor of Professor Emeritus Jerry J. Cupal
to support Electrical and Computer Engineering students

Charlotte Hearne Davis Scholarship
Established by ASUW Student Government in honor of Charlotte Hearne Davis
to support members of the Freshman Senate

Delta Kappa Gamma Upsilon Education Scholarship
Established by the Delta Kappa Gamma, Upsilon Chapter
to support College of Education students

Joseph C. and Katherine A. Drew Scholarship
Established by Joseph C. and Katherine A. Drew
to support Business students

Delta Dental Plan of Wyoming Endowed Scholarship
Established by Delta Dental Plan of Wyoming
to support students in Dental Sciences

Dr. Ralph A. Eastwood Scholarship
Established by Dr. Ann B. Eastwood in memory of her husband
to support students from Platte County
John P. Ellbogen Family Scholarship
  Established by John P. Ellbogen
to support student athletes at UW

Steve Elliott Scholarship in Communication Disorders
  Established by Paul Lerwick in honor of Steve Elliott
to support students in the Division of Communication Disorders

Foundation Coal West, Inc. Earth Sciences Scholarships
  Established by Foundation Coal West, Inc.
to support students majoring in Minerals or Environmental Engineering, Geology, or Reclamation Science

Harold H. Gardner and Marilyn S. Fiske Athletic Scholarship
  Established by Harold H. Gardner and Marilyn S. Fiske
to support basketball student athletes

Gore Family Fund for A&S Summer Independent Study Awards
  Established by Robert and Judith Gore
to support students in summer independent study

Leah and Ken Griffin Scholarship in Education
  Established by Cliff and Jerri Kirk in honor of Leah and Ken Griffin
to support students in the College of Education

Erivan Haub Scholarship
  Established by Erivan and Helga Haub
to support students focusing on environment or natural resources

Patricia Ferris-Hawley Scholarship in Counselor Education
  Established by Patricia Ferris-Hawley
to support Counselor Education graduate students

Dan and Martha Omenson Healy Scholarship
  Established by Mrs. Healy
to support students from Hot Springs and Worland High Schools

Dr. Kenneth R. and Nancy D. Henderson Scholarship for Guernsey High School Students
  Established by Dr. Kenneth R. and Nancy D. Henderson
to support students from Guernsey High School

Dr. Kenneth R. and Nancy D. Henderson Scholarship for Pharmacy
  Established by Dr. Kenneth R. and Nancy D. Henderson
to support Pharmacy students

C. T. and Wimp Hewgley Memorial Scholarship
  Established by the Athletic Department in memory of the Hewgley brothers
to support student athletes at UW

Ernest and Helen Hilton Scholarship
  Established by the Hilton Family in honor of Ernest and Helen Hilton
to support Education students

Hines Family Scholarship
  Established by the Hines Family
to support students in the College of Agriculture
Paul and Sandy Hoffman Family Scholarship in Business
  Established by Paul and Sandy Hoffman
to support students in the College of Business

Suzanne P. Hoffman Scholarship Fund
  Established by Paul and Sandy Hoffman in memory of Suzanne P. Hoffman
to support students in the College of Education

Jane N. Holt Scholarship
  Established by an Anonymous Donor
to support students in the College of Engineering

Arlowe and Mary Hulett Family Scholarship
  Established by Arlowe and Mary Hulett
to support basketball and football student athletes

John M. Hummel Memorial Scholarship
  Established by Jean P. Hummel in honor of her husband
to support students in Geology and Geophysics

James C. Hurst Scholarship
  Established by ASUW Student Government in honor of James C. Hurst
to support Minority Student Leadership Initiative student mentees

Kyle Johnson Memorial Scholarship
  Established by the Johnson Family
to support students in Engineering

Peter M. and Paula Green Johnson Family Scholarship
  Established by Peter M. and Paula Green Johnson
to support students in the College of Business

Johnston Family Graduate Fellowship in Agriculture
  Established by Josephine Johnston
to support graduate students in the College of Agriculture

Robert and Shirley Kelley Athletic Scholarship
  Established by Robert Kelley
to support basketball, golf, and football student athletes

Margaret and Sam Kelly Business Scholarship
  Established by Margaret and Sam Kelly, Jr.
to support students in the College of Business

James A. and Linda M. King Scholarship
  Established by James A. and Linda M. King
to support students in Engineering

Gary and Kallen Kloefkorn Excellence Fund
  Established by Gary and Kallen Kloefkorn
to support students in Civil and Architectural Engineering
Marna M. Kuehne Foundation Scholarship
Established by the Marna M. Kuehne Foundation
to support Wyoming disabled veteran students

Donald R. Lamb Endowment Fund
Established by the Coffey/Lamb Families
to support graduate students in Civil Engineering

Orla V. Lamb Memorial Education Scholarship
Established by the Coffey/Lamb Families
to support juniors and seniors with promise in the College of Education

Latin-American Club of Laramie, Inc. Scholarship
Established by the Latin-American Club of Laramie, Inc.
to support UW students

LeRoy L. Lee Memorial Accounting Scholarship
Established by Vincent J. Siren in honor of Professor Emeritus LeRoy L. Lee
to support Accounting graduate students

Edgar J. Lewis Scholarship
Established by Vincent J. Siren in honor of Professor Lewis
to support the University of Wyoming Bands

Don and June Lobdell Scholarship
Established by Don and June Lobdell
to support students in the College of Agriculture

Anne Kirtland Selden Lowe Geology and Geophysics Scholarship
Established by R. Stanley Lowe
to support women students in Geology and Geophysics

Joseph F. Maier Beyond the Classroom Fund
Established by Maggi and Nick Murdock
to support students in the College of Law

Robert N. and Jacqueline A. Malonek Scholarship in Education
Established by Robert N. and Jacqueline A. Malonek
to support students in the College of Education

Susan McCormack Scholarship
Established by Harold M. McCaskey and Wayman C. Wing in honor of Susan McCormack
to support sophomores who were Outstanding Freshmen in Engineering

Maurice and Alma McElhone Symphony Scholarship
Established by Nora Ivers in memory of her parents
to support students in the UW Symphony

McMurry Fellowship
Established by the McMurry Foundation
to support Department of Geology and Geophysics graduate students
Mary Mead Scholarship for Women in Agriculture
Established by Brad and Kate Mead, Matthew and Carol Mead, and Muffy Mead Ferro and Michael Ferro
to support women students in Agriculture

T. W. Mermel Memorial Engineering Scholarship
Established by the Mermel Family
to support students in Engineering

E. G. Meyer Family Fund for the College of Arts and Sciences
Established by E. G. and Betty Meyer
to support student summer independent study

Evelyn L. Milam Endowed Scholarship
Established by Evelyn L. Milam
to support students in Counselor Education

Wanda L. Morgen Athletics Scholarship
Established by Brian Morgen
to support student-athletes playing Women's Basketball

Bud and Bing Mortenson Entrepreneurship Endowment
Established by G. Russell Mortenson in memory of Bud and Bing Mortenson
to support business internships

Murdock Family Outreach Fund
Established by Maggi and Nick Murdock
to support students in the Outreach School

Murdock Family Political Science Fund
Established by Maggi and Nick Murdock
to support students in the Department of Political Science

Max and Ernestine Murray Memorial Engineering Scholarship
Established by Scott and Stephen Murray in memory of their parents
to support students in the College of Engineering

Nelson Family Scholarship
Established by Dick, Jeanne, Ty, Brandi, and Andy Nelson
to support football, basketball, and track student athletes

Dick and Jeanne Nelson Family and College of Business e-Commerce Partnership
Established by Dick, Jeanne, Ty, Brandi, and Andy Nelson
to support e.Business students from Park and Big Horn Counties

Nunn Family Scholarship and Excellence Fund in Arts and Sciences
Established by Jack and Carole Nunn
to support Teton Science School graduates and the College of Arts and Sciences

Keiji G. and Shirley S. Okano Memorial Scholarship in Business
Established by Kathryn G. and Daniel M. Blaney, III in memory of Keiji G. and Shirley S. Okano
to support upper division students in Business

Keiji G. and Shirley S. Okano Memorial Scholarship in Education
Established by Kathryn G. and Daniel M. Blaney, III in memory of Keiji G. and Shirley S. Okano
to support upper division students in Education
Phi Delta Theta Scholarship
Established by the Phi Delta Theta House Corporation
to support students, with preference to families of Phi Delta Theta

Jerry and Joan Record Business Scholarship
Established by Jerry and Joan Record
to support students in Business

Reeves Family Scholarship
Established by Paul and Sandy Hoffman
to support students in the College of Education

Noreen Ring Veterinary Scholarship
Established by Donal O'Toole
to support students in pre-veterinary or microbiology majors

John E. and Roma Rouse Beyond the Classroom Student Experience Fund
Established by Roma Rouse
to support Agriculture student learning experiences outside the classroom

Rural Wyoming and Western Nebraska Scholarship
Established by an Anonymous Donor
to support needy students

Robert I. Russin Fund for Excellence in Figurative Sculpture
Established by Robert I. Russin
to encourage the study and practice of sculpture of the human figure

Saunders-Walter Study Abroad Fund
Established by Walter and Jeri Saunders and Oliver and Sidney Walter and contributed to by Mel Cox
to support study abroad

Sigrid A. See Scholarship in the Science & Mathematics Teaching Center
Established by Sigrid A. See
to support students in the Science & Mathematics Teaching Center

Carroll "Schoony" Schoonover Memorial Scholarship
Established by Mayme Schoonover
to support students in Animal Science

Kenneth Thomas and Ruth Graham Scoon Memorial Trust
Established by Ruth Scoon
to support UW students born in Wyoming

Homer A. and Janet Scott Athletic Scholarship
Established by Homer A. and Janet Scott
to support student athletes in football

Seneca Graduate Assistantship
Established by Ron and Lynne Pulley
to support graduate students in Animal Sciences
Bob and Carol Sharp Athletics Scholarship
   Established by Bob and Carol Sharp
   to support UW student athletes

Leigh A. and Gwen F. Sharp Accounting Student Enrichment Fund
   Established by Ken and Leah Griffin
   to support students in Accounting

Shaw Family Scholarship
   Established by John and Eloise Shaw
   to support students from the Bighorn Basin

Roy J. Shlemon Fellowship Fund
   Established by Dr. Roy J. Shlemon
   to support Department of Geology and Geophysics graduate students

Orwill and Clare Sikora College of Engineering Endowment
   Established by Orwill and Clare Sikora
   to support students in Engineering

Sylvester and Edna Siren Memorial Athletic Scholarship
   Established by Vincent J. Siren in memory of his parents
   to support football, men’s basketball, and baseball student athletes

Peter E. Skinner Scholarship
   Established by Nicholas Skinner in memory of his brother
   to support students in the Math Department

Steik-Wilkie Graduate Fellowship in Chemistry
   Established by Noel and Connie Wilkie
   to support Chemistry graduate students

Student Financial Aid - Alumni Association Scholarship
   Established by the Platte Valley National Bank
   to support UW students

Cal S. and Irene D. Taggart Scholarship
   Established by Cal S. and Irene D. Taggart
   to support students from the Big Horn Basin

Cal S. and Irene D. Taggart Scholarship in the College of Business
   Established by Cal S. and Irene D. Taggart
   to support Business students from Big Horn Basin

Jane L. Tanner Study Abroad Award
   Established by The Honorable Robert and Jane Tanner, Stuart and Daney Tanner, Eric and Corrine Tanner, Matt Tanner, Rob and Paulann Doane
   to support study abroad opportunities for undergraduates in English

Thieme International Endowment
   Established by Jean Louise and Walter I. Thieme
   to support international study

Clay Unger Business Endowment
   Established by Clay Unger
   to support students with financial need in the College of Business
Clay Unger Endowed Health Sciences Scholarship
Established by Clay Unger
to support students in the College of Health Sciences

Clay Unger Endowed Nursing Scholarship
Established by Clay Unger
to support students in the Fay W. Whitney School of Nursing

UniWyo Federal Credit Union Distinction Scholarship
Established by UniWyo Federal Credit Union
to support undergraduate students who are Wyoming residents

UniWyo Federal Credit Union Study-Abroad Scholarship
Established by UniWyo Federal Credit Union
to support undergraduate students in study abroad

University of Wyoming Cross Country and Track Teams Memorial Scholarship
Established by an Anonymous Donor in memory of Cody Brown, Kyle Johnson, Joshua Jones, Justin Lambert-Belanger, Morgan McLeland, Kevin Salverson, Nick Schabron, and Shane Shatto
to support cross country and track students

UW Club Ice Hockey Fund
Established by an Anonymous Donor
to support the UW Club Ice Hockey Team

UW Golf Travel and Expense Endowment
Established by an Anonymous Donor
to support the UW Men’s Golf Team

UW/CC Student Leadership Scholarship
Established by friends of the Casper College Center
to promote student excellence and leadership

Andrew and Connie Vanvig Graduate Fellowship
Established by Andrew and Connie Vanvig
to support graduate students in Agricultural and Applied Economics

Chief Washakie Memorial Endowment Fund
Established by the Chief Washakie Memorial Endowment Committee
to advance education and learning of Wind River Reservation community members at the University of Wyoming

Albert H. and Betty L. Watenpaugh Scholarship
Established by Dr. Albert H. and Betty L. Watenpaugh
to support transfer students from Sheridan College and LCCC

WES Undergraduate Education Trust Fund
Established by the Wyoming Engineering Society
to support undergraduate students in Engineering

Jo Anne MacDonald Wiegand Excellence Fund in Arts and Sciences
Established by the Lee and Jo Anne Wiegand Trust
to support students in the College of Arts and Sciences

Lee Wiegand Excellence Fund in Agriculture
Established by the Lee and Jo Anne Wiegand Trust
to support students in the College of Agriculture
Beatrice Thomson-Constance Steik Wilkie Research Fund in Family and Consumer Sciences
Established by Noel and Connie Wilkie
to support graduate students in Family and Consumer Sciences

WWAMI Medical Education Program
Established by the Wyoming Medical Society
to support WWAMI students

Wyoming Acacia Fraternity Scholarship
Established by the Wyoming Acacia Inc.
to support students at the University of Wyoming

Wyoming Bankers' Association Banking and Finance Scholarship
Established by the Wyoming Bankers' Association
to support students in Banking and Finance

Wyoming Dental Association Scholarship
Established by the Wyoming Dental Association
to support Wyoming dental students

Wyoming National Guard Endowment
Established by the Wyoming National Guard Board of Directors
to support students currently active in the Wyoming National Guard

Wyoming Pharmacy Association Centennial Scholarship II Endowment
Established by the Wyoming Pharmacy Association
to support students in the School of Pharmacy

Gene and Bonnie Simpson Zuech Scholarship
Established by Gene and Bonnie Simpson Zuech
to support UW students

SERVICE TO WYOMING

AHC Endowment for Acquisition and Access
Established by Roma Rouse
to support American Heritage Center collections

Diane E. Bonner Memorial Endowment for Collections
Established by the Bonner Family in memory of Diane Bonner
to support collections at the UW Art Museum

Lisa Lewis Dubois Student Exhibition Award
Established by Maggi and Nick Murdock
to support the UW Art Museum Annual Juried Student Exhibition

Endowment for Social Justice
Established by an Anonymous Donor
to promote understanding of social justice
Patricia Guthrie UW Art Museum Endowment for Permanent Collections Exhibitions
Established by Patricia Guthrie
to support acquisitions and safekeeping of artwork

Erma M. Hill University of Wyoming Art Museum Endowment
Established by Marvis Richardson
to support the University of Wyoming Art Museum

Robert M. and Judith Redd Knight Endowment for Collection Conservation and Acquisition
Established by Robert M. and Judith Redd Knight
to support collections at the UW Art Museum

Leadership Wyoming Special Endowment
Established by the Wyoming Heritage Foundation and contributed to by the Wells Fargo Foundation and John P. Ellbogen
to support leadership in Wyoming

McMurry-Spieles Endowment for Library Excellence
Established by Carol McMurry and Patrick Spieles
to support excellence in the UW Libraries

Murdock Family Public Radio Fund
Established by Maggi and Nick Murdock
to support excellence in Wyoming Public Radio

Mountain West Farm Bureau Endowment
Established by Mountain West Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Company
to support outreach programs by the College of Agriculture

Northwest Wyoming Applied Research Fund
Established by the College of Agriculture and contributed to by Dr. W. Gordon Kearl and the Nelson Family
to support applied agricultural research in the big Horn and Wind River Basins

Rocky Mountain Geology Journal Endowment
Established by an Anonymous Donor
to support the Rocky Mountain Geology Journal

Ron and Patti Salvagio Endowment for Art Museum Programs
Established by Ron and Patti Salvagio
to support the Art Museum

Ann Simpson and Family Student Exhibition Award
Established by Maggi and Nick Murdock
to support the UW Art Museum Annual Juried Student Exhibition

TECHNOLOGY & FACILITIES

ASUW Student Services Endowment
Established by ASUW Student Government
to support student services

Boileau Facilities and Technology Endowment
Established by Ollie and Lee Boileau
to support technology in the College of Engineering
Larry and Anita Frame Endowment
Established by Larry and Anita Frame
to enhance the equipment and facilities of the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department

Alfred Jacob Miller Classroom Fund at the American Heritage Center
Established by Robert C. Graff
to create and maintain the Alfred Jacob Miller Classroom at the American Heritage Center

Marian and Curtis Rochelle UW Facilities Enhancement and Campus Beautification Fund
Established by Marian and Curtis Rochelle
to support campus renovations

Spieles-McMurry Golf Endowment
Established by Pat Spieles and Carol McMurry
to support the UW Golf Program

Harry T. and Inga C. Thorson Dean's Office Facility and Technology Endowment
Established by Mary T. Gullikson and the Harry T. Thorson Foundation
to support the College of Health Sciences

OTHER

E. G. Meyer Family Staff Recognition Award
Established by Betty K. and E. Gerald Meyer
to support staff excellence

A New Rentschler Fund (to be determined later)
Established by Frederick B. and Pamela A. Rentschler
EXISTING ENDOWMENTS ENHANCED

EXCELLENCE IN ACADEMICS

M. F. Blackstone Symphony Endowment
Contributed to by Mary Francis Blackstone
to support the UW Symphony Orchestra

Ralph E. Conwell Memorial
Contributed to by the Honorable Marilyn S. Kite and Roy A. “Skip” Jacobson, Jr.
to support the Department of Theatre and Dance

Engineering's Next Generation Program
Contributed to by the John P. Ellbogen Foundation and the Smith Family Foundation
to enhance engineering outreach activities to K-12 students

Excellence Fund in the College of Law
Contributed to by Taylor and LaDean Belt
to promote excellence in the College of Law

George Frison Institute of Archeology and Anthropology
Contributed to by the Wyoming Archeological Society
to support the Department of Anthropology

Global Perspectives in Agriculture Fund
Contributed to by an Anonymous Donor
to support projects in Agriculture that foster relationships with other institutions across the country and the world

Honors Program Fund
Contributed to by many donors
to support the Honors Program

Catherine Gibbs Shaw Fund in Mathematics
Contributed to by Catherine Gibbs Shaw
to support excellence in the Department of Mathematics

Wyoming Bankers’ Fund
Contributed to by the Wyoming Bankers’ Association
to support banking education in the College of Business

FACULTY SUPPORT

Allen-Aldrich Mathematics Fund
Contributed to by Myron B. Allen, III and Adele T. Aldrich
to help sustain a vibrant graduate program in the Department of Mathematics

L. Floyd Clarke Fund in Zoology and Physiology
Contributed to by Dr. Harold Gardner, Marilyn Fiske, and Dr. Thomas and Mrs. Deborah Spicer
to support the Zoology and Physiology Department

College of Engineering Faculty Development Fund
Contributed to by Harry C. and Anne Sager and by Don S. and Elizabeth A. Sailors
to support Engineering faculty

**John A. Guthrie Distinguished Professorship in Banking and Financial Services**
Contributed to by John A. and Patricia R. Guthrie
to support faculty in the College of Business

**Stroock Professorship of Natural Resource Conservation and Management**
Contributed to by the Honorable Thomas and Marta Stroock
to support faculty in the College of Business

**UW President's Administrative Incentive Fund**
Contributed to by Frank and Barbara J. Mendicino and by Harry C. and Anne Sager
to support excellence at the University of Wyoming

---

**STUDENT SUPPORT**

**A&S Board of Visitors Scholarship**
Contributed to by many donors
to support students of exceptional promise

**Harold P. Alley Scholarship**
Contributed to by Dr. W. Gordon Kearl
to support students in the Department of Plant Sciences

**W. E. Andrau Scholarship Fund**
Contributed to by W. Richard and Barbara Andrau Powell
to support graduate students enrolled in the Department of Geology

**Nanci and Sam Andrew English Department Graduate Studies**
Contributed to by Nanci and Sam Andrew
to support graduate students in the English Department

**Nanci and Sam Andrew Geology Summer Field Camp Scholarships**
Contributed to by Nanci and Sam Andrew
to support students in the Geology Department

**Rudolph "Rudy" and Louise Anselmi and Jeri Kirk Family Trust Nursing Scholarship**
Contributed to by Cliff and Jeri Kirk
to support students in the School of Nursing

**Henry and Penelope Bauer Undergraduate Research Fund**
Contributed to by an Anonymous Donor
to support research projects in computer software

**Mary Francis Blackstone Scholarship**
Contributed to by Mary Francis Blackstone
to support Law students who are single mothers with children

**Bohnenblust - Kolp Scholarship**
Contributed to by Donald and Margaret Boyd
to support students in the Crop Science Department of the College of Agriculture

**Margaret Boyd Scholarship**
Contributed to by an Anonymous Donor
to support students in Home Economics

**Vern Bressler Fisheries Fund**
Contributed to by the Perkins Foundation
to support upperclassmen studying fisheries biology and management

**Grace Thorson Brown Scholarship Fund**
Contributed to by the Reddere Foundation
to support students in Elementary Education

**Robert H. and Huldah M. Bruce Memorial Fund in Psychology**
Contributed to by an Anonymous Donor
to support students in the Psychology Department

**Keith H. and Laura G. Burdick Memorial Scholarship Fund**
Contributed to by Vincent J. Siren
to support upperclassmen in Accounting

**Ruth Campbell-Louise Thouin-Donna Marburger Physical Education Scholarship**
Contributed to by Donna Marburger
to support students majoring in Physical Education

**Mark Carson Family Agriculture Scholarship**
Contributed to by an Anonymous Donor
to support students in Agriculture

**Mark Carson Family Education Scholarship**
Contributed to by an Anonymous Donor
to support students in Education

**Ace Alan Cossairt Scholarship**
Contributed to by the First Interstate BancSystem Foundation
to support the Special Education Program in the College of Education

**Marcia L. and William G. Dale Nursing Scholarship**
Contributed to by Marcia L. and William G. Dale and others
to support students in Nursing

**Richard C. Day Civil Engineering Scholarship**
Contributed to by John and Mary Dunnewald
to support students in Civil Engineering

**Gerald and Kathryn Dinneen Scholarship**
Contributed to by Gerald and Kathryn Dinneen
to support students in the College of Arts and Sciences

**Helen Bishop Dunnewald Memorial Scholarship Fund for International Students**
Contributed to by John and Mary Dunnewald
to support international students

**T. J. Dunnewald Memorial Scholarship**
Contributed to by John and Mary Dunnewald
to students majoring in Plant Science

**Jack and Bea Gilroy Memorial Golf Award**
Contributed to by Frank and Barbara Mendicino
to support students on the UW Golf Teams

**Clifford M. Hach Memorial Fund**
Contributed to by the Hach Scientific Foundation in memory of Clifford M. Hach
to support students in the Department of Chemistry

**Joe Hand Memorial Law Scholarship**
Contributed to by Vince Siren
to support students in the College of Law

**N. W. Hilston Scholarship**
Contributed to by Dr. W. Gordon Kearl
to support students in the College of Agriculture

**Honor A Teacher Scholarship**
Contributed to by many donors
to support freshman students nominated by a teacher

**James and Dorothy Hook Scholarship**
Contributed to by James and Dorothy Hook
to support undergraduate students in Education

**Jane H. Houston Scholarship**
Contributed to by Jane H. Houston
to support students at UW

**Raymond G. Jacquot Scholarship**
Contributed to by Peter and Jean Jorgensen, Caitlin Long, Toni Cupal, and Mike Volpi
to support upperclassmen in Electrical and Computer Engineering

**Libby Johnson Memorial Scholarship Trust**
Contributed to by Harold M. Johnson
to support Carbon County high school graduates at UW

**Virginia L. Johnson Band Scholarship Trust**
Contributed to by Harold M. Johnson
to support members of the marching band

**W. Gordon Kearl Agricultural Economics Scholarship and Agronomy-Economics Research Fund**
Contributed to by Dr. W. Gordon Kearl
to support students in Agricultural Economics

**John L. Kemmerer, Jr. Scholarship**
Contributed to by the Kemmerer Family Foundation
to support undergraduates from Kemmerer and Cokeville

**J. Kenneth Kennedy and Patricia Powers Trelease Kennedy ESP Endowment**
Contributed to by J. Kenneth and Patricia Powers Trelease Kennedy
to support the Engineering Summer Program at UW

**John B. Keyes Memorial Scholarship Fund**
Contributed to by John and Luella Keyes, Jr.
to support upperclassmen in Electrical and Computer Engineering

**Dr. Everett D. Lantz Memorial Scholarship**
Contributed to by Phillip E. Lantz
to support upperclassmen majoring in Elementary or Secondary Education

**Law Alumni Scholarship Endowment**
Contributed to by the Wyoming State Bar Foundation
to support students in the College of Law

**Amelia Leino Nursing Award**
Contributed to by Dr. Allen and Mrs. Yvonne Brady
to support students in Nursing

**Velma Linford Scholarship Fund**
Contributed to by several donors
to support UW students who attended Linford Elementary School and graduated from Laramie High School

**Francis Long Scholarship in Electrical Engineering**
Contributed to by Caitlin F. Long in honor of her father
to support students majoring in Electrical Engineering

**R. Stanley Lowe Scholarship**
Contributed to by R. Stanley Lowe
to support students in the College of Law

**John E. and Annetta (Neda) Lueras Athletic Scholarship**
Contributed to by Dr. W. Gordon Kearl
to support student athletes at the University of Wyoming

**Elizabeth McCaskey Memorial Scholarship in Chemical Engineering**
Contributed to by Harold McCaskey
to support students in Chemical Engineering

**Harold and Elizabeth McCaskey Chemical Engineering Scholarship**
Contributed to by Harold McCaskey
to support students in Chemical Engineering

**Lloyd McDaniel Memorial Scholarship**
Contributed to by Vincent J. Siren
to support upperclassmen in Accounting

**Josephine J. McCue Scholarship in Education**
Contributed to by Josephine McCue Temby
to support students in Education

**F. Maxine Roush McIntosh Civil Engineering Scholarship**
Contributed to by F. Maxine McIntosh
to support students in the Department of Civil Engineering

**Flory and Helen Mendicino Business Scholarship**
Contributed to by Frank and Barbara Mendicino
to support students in the College of Business

**Dr. George E. Menkens Memorial Scholarship**
Contributed to by the Gladys and Roland Harriman Foundation

to support graduate students in the Department of Zoology and Physiology

**Jean F. Messer Memorial Scholarship**
Contributed to by Vincent J. Siren
to support upperclassmen in Accounting

**Mill Family Scholarship**
Contributed to by Carla A. Reed
to support students in the College of Agriculture

**John C. Miller Business Scholarship**
Contributed to by Vincent J. Siren
to support students in the College of Business

**William E. Morgan Graduate Award**
Contributed to by Ken and Leah Griffin
to support graduate students in Economics and Finance

**M. Clare Mundell Scholarship in Banking and Finance**
Contributed to by Vincent J. Siren
to support students in the College of Business

**G. J. Guthrie Nicholson Power Engineering Scholarship and Graduate Fellowship**
Contributed to by Klara Nicholson
to support Electrical Engineering students

**Nursing Alumni Scholarship**
Contributed to by Dr. Allen and Mrs. Yvonne Brady
to support students in Nursing

**Lee Painter Memorial Scholarship**
Contributed to by Dr. W. Gordon Kearl
to support students in the Department of Plant Sciences

**Timothy J. Peter Memorial Scholarship**
Contributed to by Toni Cupal and Michael Volpi
to support students in Civil or Architectural Engineering

**Michael R. Phillips Memorial Scholarship**
Contributed to by many donors
to support student athletes in the College of Business

**Elizabeth R. Quinn and Kay Reid Dowler Family Scholarship**
Contributed to by Senator Alan and Mrs. Ann Simpson
to support wrestling student athletes

**Joan and Jerry Record Scholarship**
Contributed to by Joan and Jerry Record
to support students who attended Northern Wyoming Community College before UW

**Melvin L. Riley Animal Science Judging Team**
Contributed to by Kim J. and Laural S. Krueger
to support Animal Science judging teams

**Floyd M. Roush Memorial Scholarship**
Contributed to by F. Maxine McIntosh
to support students in the Department of Civil Engineering

**Dr. Scholl Honors Scholarship**  
Contributed to by the Dr. Scholl Foundation  
to support non-resident non-traditional Honors Students

**Dr. Scholl Scholarship**  
Contributed to by the Dr. Scholl Foundation  
to support UW students

**Louie and Sigrid See Scholarship in Engineering**  
Contributed to by Sigrid See  
to support Wyoming residents in Engineering

**Milward L. Simpson Fund in Political Science**  
Contributed to by Senator Alan and Mrs. Ann Simpson  
to further, foster and advance education and learning in the field of political science

**Peter Simpson Theatre and Dance Scholarship**  
Contributed to by Senator Alan and Mrs. Ann Simpson  
to support students in Theatre and Dance

**Siren Memorial Trust**  
Contributed to by Vincent J. Siren  
to support students in the Departments of History and Modern & Classical Languages

**Dorothy Tupper Senior Award Fund**  
Contributed to by Dr. Allen and Mrs. Yvonne Brady  
to support students in Nursing

**John H. and Joyce Vandel Pharmacy Scholarship**  
Contributed to by Dr. John and Mrs. Joyce Vandel  
to support pharmacy students from Goshen County and the State of Wyoming

**Andrew and Connie Vanvig Scholarship**  
Contributed to by Dr. Andrew and Mrs. Connie Vanvig  
to support students in Agricultural Economics

**Verne Varineau Award**  
Contributed to by Vincent J. Siren  
to support outstanding juniors in Mathematics

**A. F. Vass Memorial Scholarship**  
Contributed to by Dr. W. Gordon Kearl  
to support students in the College of Agriculture

**Laurence and Matilda Walker Scholarship**  
Contributed to by Donna Marburger  
to support students in the College of Education

**Joe and Arlene Watt Ag Scholarship**  
Contributed to by the Joe and Arlene Watt Foundation and by Kim and Laural Krueger  
to support students in Agriculture

**Joe H. Watt Engineering Scholarship**
Contributed to by the Joe and Arlene Watt Foundation to support students in Engineering

**Watt Brothers Scholarship in Business**
Contributed to by the Joe and Arlene Watt Foundation to support students in Business

**Watt Brothers Law Scholarship**
Contributed to by the Joe and Arlene Watt Foundation to support students in Law

**Wheel of Brands Scholarship**
Contributed to by Kim J. and Laural S. Krueger to support students in the Department of Animal Science

**James A. (Ol' Jim) and Yvonne York Athletic Scholarship**
Contributed to by Arlowe and Mary Hulett to support student athletes from Wyoming, Montana, and South Dakota

**SERVICE TO WYOMING**

**Fifty-Year Class Reunion Fund**
Contributed to by many donors to support UW libraries and students

**Agnes Milstead Endowment for the University of Wyoming Libraries**
Contributed to by the First Interstate BancSystem Foundation to support excellence in the University of Wyoming Libraries

**Ann Simpson Art Mobile Endowment**
Contributed to by Senator Alan and Mrs. Ann Simpson and Erivan and Helga Haub to share art treasures with the State

**UW Art Museum National Advisory Board Endowment**
Contributed to by many donors to support Art Museum programs

**TECHNOLOGY & FACILITIES**

**College of Engineering Technology Fund**
Contributed to by many donors to support technology in the College of Engineering

**UNRESTRICTED**

**UW Foundation Unrestricted Fund**
Contributed to by an Anonymous Donor, Mel Cox, Harry and Anne Sager, Ron and Patti Salvagio to support the UW Foundation
State Endowment Match Gifts and Pledges
by Purpose and Amount

Yet to be Designated, $5,722,022
Technology & Facility Upgrades, $2,102,555
Serving Wyoming, $2,111,624
Other, $890,431
Faculty Support, $13,885,203
Excellence in Academics, $11,803,543

(Total $52,414,630)
Growth of Endowment
(in Millions)

Fiscal Years ending June 30th

$87  1996

$134  2002

$253  2006*

* Outstanding gifts and state matches totaling $ are not included.
Contact Information

For further information, please contact the following UW staff members:

**Phillip Harris**  
Vice President for Administration  
University of Wyoming  
P.O. Box 3982  
Old Main 318  
Laramie, WY  82071-3982  
307-766-5768  
FAX: 307-766-3436/307-766-4836  
pharris@uwyo.edu

**Ben Blalock**  
President/CEO  
University of Wyoming Foundation  
1200 East Ivinson Avenue  
Laramie, WY  82070  
307-766-3948 or 888-831-7795  
FAX: 307-766-4045  
bblalock@uwyo.edu

**Mary Ann Garman**  
Chief Financial Officer/Treasurer  
University of Wyoming Foundation  
1200 East Ivinson Avenue  
Laramie, WY  82070  
307-766-3939 or 888-831-7795  
FAX: 307-766-4045  
mag@uwyo.edu

*For more information about gifts to the University of Wyoming, please visit www.uwyo.edu/foundation.*